IT 110 - Problem Solving  
Pre. Math 115

IT 111 - Mang. Statistics  
Pre. Math 129 or Math 130

IT 116 - Intro. Scripting  
Pre. Math 115

IT 117 - Interm. Scripting  
Pre. IT 116

IT 230 - Relat. Databases

IT 240 - Web Fluency

IT 244 - Intro. Linux

IT 246 - Intro. Networks

IT 285 - Social Issues

IT 220 - Computer Forens I

IT 221 - Computer Forens II

IT 421 - Malware Analysis

IT 424 - Intro. Linux

IT 425 - Project Mangmnt  
Pre. 60 Credits

IT 485 - Capstone  
Pre. IT 425

* IT 114 is only recommended for those students on the Information Architechture track